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ABSTRACT

The paper presents a novel coding technique based
on approximate geometry for images taken from arbi-
trary recording positions around a 3-D scene. Such
data structures occur in image-based rendering appli-
cations, where many hundreds to thousands of images
need to be stored and transmitted. After reconstruct-
ing and compressing the scene’s approximate geome-
try, the 3-D model is used to infer disparity, occlusions
and object silhouette, leading to improved prediction
of images recorded from arbitrary angles. The images
are hierarchically coded to ensure efficient exploitation
of inter-image similarities. The coding scheme is capa-
ble of generating novel views by texturizing the avail-
able geometry model. The presented algorithm is val-
idated using synthetic as well as natural image data
sets, achieving up to 1000:1 compression at acceptable
reconstruction quality.

1. INTRODUCTION

In image-based rendering (IBR), a set of images of a
three-dimensional scene is used to create novel views
of the depicted setting [1, 2]. To achieve photorealis-
tic rendering results, however, many hundreds to thou-
sands of images are required in order to sufficiently
sample scene appearance. Several compression schemes
have been proposed to store and transmit the large
amount of image data as well as to fit all data into lo-
cal memory during rendering. Vector quantization [1]
and DCT coding [3] allow for swift decoding during
rendering, but only low compression ratios are attained
(below 30:1). Much higher compression ratios can be
achieved if inter-image similarities are exploited [4].
By compensating for disparity between images, com-
pression ratios on the order of 1000:1 have been ob-
tained [5].

Until recently, camera recording positions were re-
stricted to lie in a plane on a regular grid to allow in-
teractive rendering rates [1, 2]. Lately, random record-
ing positions within the plane [6] as well as spherical
recording arrangements [7] have been shown to be ap-
plicable to IBR as well. This new freedom in choosing

recording positions gives rise to the need for advanced
coding schemes that are capable of efficiently compress-
ing arbitrarily recorded image sets.

The proposed codec has been designed to code im-
ages of a 3-D scene taken from arbitrary, known view-
points. From these views, the depicted scene’s approx-
imate geometry is derived. The geometry model allows
estimating object silhouette, occlusions and disparity-
compensated surface texture, leading to improved im-
age predictions and enhanced coding performance. In
addition, novel views can be efficiently generated by
texturizing the model using one or several of the coded
images.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next sec-
tion, we briefly describe how approximate scene geom-
etry is obtained and efficiently coded. We go on to
explain how images are predicted using the 3-D model.
The coding algorithm is described and experimental
results are presented to validate the proposed coding
scheme.
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Figure 1: Volumetric geometry reconstruction [8]: the
volume enclosing the scene is divided into voxels, each
voxel is projected into all visible images, and a voxel
is removed if no consistent color hypothesis can be de-
rived.
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Figure 2: The reconstructed model consists of numerous small cubes. After triangulating the surface, the number
of triangles is reduced while maintaining the initial model’s resolution accuracy. The triangle mesh is progressively
encoded, continuously adding detail to the model by refining vertex positions and increasing the number of triangles.

2. MODEL GENERATION AND
GEOMETRY COMPRESSION

The scene’s approximate 3-D geometry has to be in-
ferred using all available images in conjunction with
the known internal and external camera parameters. A
robust scheme to reconstruct an approximate geometry
model from multiple calibrated camera views has been
described in [8]. The algorithm discretizes the volume
enclosing the scene and projects voxels into all visible
images, Fig. 1. For each voxel, color hypotheses are col-
lected and checked for consistency. A voxel is removed
if none of its color hypotheses is in accordance with its
image projections. Iteration over all voxels ends when
no further voxels can be removed. The voxel model is
triangulated, and triangles not visible in any image are
eliminated, Fig. 2. Triangle number is further reduced
until geometry accuracy matches the volume model’s
surface accuracy which is determined by voxel size. The
resulting triangle mesh is progressively encoded using
the algorithm described in [9] which refines vertex po-
sitional information and increases the numbers of tri-
angles, allowing nearly continuous adjustment of the
model’s level of detail. This way, bit-rate can be op-
timally allocated between geometry and residual error
coding.

3. MODEL-AIDED IMAGE PREDICTION

Scene appearance from any viewpoint can be predicted
using the scene’s geometry model in conjunction with
images recorded from nearby positions. The geometry
model is projected into the image plane of the desired
view. Each visible triangle is located in the surround-
ing images, and occluded areas are detected. Triangle
texture is derived and averaged over the number of im-
ages. Image regions not visible in any of the surround-
ing images are estimated by local interpolation. An
occlusion-compliant, disparity-compensated prediction
of the considered image is obtained.

If model accuracy suffices, 3-D geometry can further
provide silhouette information for each image which
can be used to code only image regions of interest. If
only coarse 3-D information is available, image content
outside the silhouette must be additionally coded. As
the model-aided prediction scheme can only deliver es-
timates for those image regions covered by the model’s
projection, accurate silhouettes reconstructed from the
model are crucial to efficient model-aided coding.

4. HIERARCHICAL IMAGE CODING

To efficiently exploit inter-image similarities and allow
fast access during decoding, the images are hierarchi-
cally ordered prior to coding. The hierarchical coding
order presented in [5] for regular and planar recording
patterns has been extended for arbitrary image record-
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Figure 3: Image recording positions are projected onto
a sphere surrounding the scene. The images closest to
the sphere’s poles and four images along the equator
are intra-coded (A). The image closest to the center
of each octant (B) is predicted from the corner images,
and the nearest mid-side images (C) are predicted from
the central and 2 corner images. Each octant is then
subdivided until all images are coded.



Figure 4: Images and reconstructed geometry models
of the test data sets Airplane and Crocodile.

ing positions.

To obtain a two-dimensional parameterization, all
image recording positions are projected onto a sphere
around the scene, yielding the images’ directional dis-
tribution in spherical coordinates. Two images clos-
est to the sphere’s poles and four images evenly dis-
tributed around the equator are intra-coded using a
standard block-DCT scheme adopted from still-image
compression (Images A in Fig. 3). For each image,
the DCT quantization is individually chosen to ensure
that the reconstructed image meets a preset minimum
reconstruction quality. The 6 intra-coded images are
arranged into eight groups, each consisting of one po-
lar and two neighboring equatorial images, such that
the sphere is divided into 8 octant regions. The image
closest to an octant’s center is estimated using the de-
scribed model-aided prediction scheme from the 3 cor-
ner images (Image B). If the predicted image does not
reach the required quality, the residual error is DCT-
coded. Then, the three images closest to the edge mid-
points are predicted from the center image and two cor-
ner images (Images C). As described in [5], the octant is
divided into sub-regions with already coded corner im-
ages. Within the sub-regions, center- and side images
are again predicted. Subdivision continues recursively
until no more images need to be coded.

The evolving quadtree-structure allows fast access
to different levels with increasing sampling density.
The decoder can locally refine the image distribution
by estimating scene appearance at intermediate posi-
tions using the 3-D model.

5. RESULTS

The proposed coding scheme is validated using two dif-
ferent image data sets, Fig. 4. The Airplane data set
depicts a computer-rendered scene and consists of 256
images of 256 × 256 pixels. Recording positions lie
in a plane and are arranged in a regular grid. The
second test set of 257 images has been recorded with
384× 288 pixels resolution from a real-world Crocodile
clay figure in spherical configuration. Approximate ge-
ometry models are derived for both scenes using the
described voxel-based method. The reconstructed air-
plane model is of higher accuracy than the crocodile’s
geometry because of calibration errors inherent to real-
world recordings. Both geometry models are progres-
sively coded and reconstructed at different levels of de-
tail.

Fig. 5 depicts rate-distortion performance of the
presented model-aided coding scheme for the Airplane
image set. Geometry-coding bit-rate is taken into ac-
count. Reconstructed image quality is measured as the
Peak-Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR), averaged over all
images’ luminance component. For comparison, coding
results from the disparity map-based codec described
in [5] are shown. The progressive geometry compres-
sion scheme allows allocating optimal bit-rate to the
3-D model: full geometry information requires many
bits which is not justified by improved image predic-
tion. A coarser model needs fewer bits, but image pre-
diction degrades to the point where more bits need to
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Figure 5: Rate-distortion performance for 256 Airplane
images incl. geometry bit-rate; model accuracy is ex-
pressed as maximum deviation of vertex position rela-
tive to overall model size. The optimal amount of ge-
ometry detail does not depend on reconstruction qual-
ity. Coding results of the disparity map-based codec [5]
are shown for comparison.
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Figure 6: Rate-distortion performance for 257
Crocodile images incl. geometry bit-rate; coding per-
formance is not effected by geometry detail, indicat-
ing that the reconstructed geometry model yields only
modest image prediction.

be spent on residual error-coding than are saved on ge-
ometry compression. It is interesting to note that the
optimal amount of geometry detail is the same over
the entire range of considered bit-rates. Model-aided
coding clearly excels at very low bit-rates, compressing
the Airplane image data set by 1000:1 at 30 dB aver-
age PSNR. When compared to the disparity map-based
codec at 0.07 bits per pixel, 3 dB better performance
is observed, boosting reconstruction quality from 30 to
33 dB.

Model-aided prediction depends heavily on the
quality of the scene’s reconstructed geometry model.
For the Crocodile image set, only a coarse geometry
model was derived. The codec’s rate-distortion char-
acteristics using mediocre geometry is shown in Fig. 6.
Coding performance varies only marginally with model
accuracy, indicating that coding efficiency is limited
due to the coarseness of the available geometry model.

6. CONCLUSIONS

A codec for multi-viewpoint imagery has been pre-
sented that makes use of approximate scene geometry
in conjunction with an efficient model-aided image pre-
diction scheme. Geometry is progressively coded to ad-
just geometry bit-rate depending on model accuracy.
The image set is hierarchically coded, featuring pro-
gressive refinement of sampling density during decod-
ing. If scene geometry is accurately reconstructed, the
bit-rate overhead necessary to code model geometry is
overcompensated by improved image predicton. At low
bit-rates, superior coding performance is observed over

existing compression techniques. Ongoing research fo-
cuses on improving geometry reconstruction to yield
high coding efficiency for a broad range of image sets.
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